DSC PC1616, PC1832 & PC1864 Security Systems: Telepermit Applications

Dear Darryl,

Further your Telepermit applications of 10 January 2006, I am pleased to confirm that Telepermits have been granted for the DSC PC1616, PC1832 & PC1864 Security Systems, subject to the special conditions listed below. The Telepermit details are:

- **DSC PC1616 Security System**  PTC 211/06/004
- **DSC PC1832 Security System**  PTC 211/06/005
- **DSC PC1864 Security System**  PTC 211/06/006

**Special Conditions**
The warning notes listed are valid at present, but it recommended they be altered as follows:

Reverse numbering (decadic signalling)
Decadic signalling should not be used as it is being progressively phased out of the network. DTMF dialling is 100% available, and it should always be used.
The restrictions on repeat calling and answering times may be omitted. The nature of alarm systems is such that in the rare occasions they need to make calls, it is important that the call is connected as quickly as possible.

**General Conditions**
As required by PTC100, please ensure that this office is advised of any changes to the specifications of these products which might affect compliance with the relevant PTC Specifications.

The grant of this Telepermit is specific to the above product(s) with the marketing description as stated on the Telepermit label artwork. The Telepermit may not be assigned to other parties or other products without the approval of this office.

A Telepermit artwork for each device is included from which you may prepare any number of Telepermit labels subject to the general instructions on format size and colour quoted on the attached sheet.

The Telepermit label must be displayed on the product at all times as proof to purchasers and service personnel that the product is able to be legitimately connected to the Telecom network.

The Telepermit label may also be shown on the packaging, user documentation and in the sales literature.

The charge for a Telepermit assessment is $NZ393.75. Where more than one Telepermit can be granted on the assessment of one set of reports, and all applications are received together, the second and subsequent Telepermit fees are reduced to $NZ130.50. An invoice for $NZ654.75 will be forwarded to DSC in Canada under separate cover as requested.

Yours sincerely

Richard Brent
Access standards
This Telepermit is issued to Intek Security Group, subject to the conditions of Specification PTC 100 and any further conditions stated in letter CPAS 211/06/004-6 dated 18 January 2006.

IT IS MANDATORY THAT A TELEPERMIT LABEL BE AFFIXED TO EVERY PRODUCT CONNECTED TO THE TELECOM NETWORK

Display of such a label is evidence of a Telepermit grant

The overall size and shape may be chosen by the Telepermit holder to suit the nature of the product concerned, but the overall proportions of the standard label and the information are not to be varied from that specified by Telecom above.

Colour:
Tick and Word "TELEPERMIT" Telecom Green (Pantone PMS 375)
Other Text and Box: Either Pantone PMS 375 or Black
Background: Either White or Silver
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